The article discusses some of the occurrences that accompany the customs of wearing masks at the festivities in some areas of Slavonia, Srijem and Baranya. The attention is focused on questions posed on one or two terms for mask wearing persons in these areas.1

In some areas of Slavonia, Srem and of Croatian and Hungarian Baranya the terms buše and bušari describe the mask wearing persons who are playing a part in some custom festivities. We are talking mainly of carnivals, but in these areas the mask wearing characters visit the houses in which there are festivities as: eating freshly prepared pork (chops or joints, etc) in a rather large company of friends and acquaintances at the times of customary slaughtering of pig, raised with the intention to provide meat for the family in cold days of winter, and the wedding festivities. In over 150 years a large amount of material had been compiled on the subject, and a number of other names for the mask wearing characters have been brought to our attention, particularly in Slavonia. Luka Ilić Oriovčanin, in his book on customs in Slavonia published in mid 19th century, talks of the custom at the time of the carnival (February): young people "are preparing to join fašingare or as they call them in some other places maškare or čoraci in Velika and bušari in Đakovština. There it is customary to gather some 30 to 40 people on horses, dressed as Turks, soldiers, apprentices etc. moving up and down sokak" (street in a village of this area).2 Bušari are mentioned also by Mijat Stojanović who was describing the customs in Slavonia and Srem but had omitted to point to the

1 The basic idea of the article had been published (with a lot of errors) under the title Buše, bušari in the review: Đakovački vezovi, Jubilarna revija, Đakovo, 1991, 9-11. Some of the data had then been taken indirectly from the original texts (from Ethnological Atlas questionnaire based data already classified for map-making), and the number of data has multiplied in the meantime. A bit more complete text has appeared in Hungarian in the review Ethnographia, 105, 1994 (the author’s copy not having been delivered, other facts on the published text are not known). The current text of the article has been rearranged, new and checked data added and the events accompanying the terms buše, bušari have been interpreted in the new light. Late Professor Milovan Gavazzi had pointed out that further efforts to study the customs of mask wearing should be made as soon as he had seen the first version of the text, just before he passed away, which is why I dedicate this new version to his memory with the deepest respect.

2 L. Ilić, 115.
places the customs belonged to. Several terms on the custom of disguising can be found in a text dating back 50 years when the terms seem to start multiplying: Bušari walk around the village during the last two weeks of the carnival time. This is the term we encounter in Andrijevci, while in some villages the terms are the following: fašanke, fašingari, maskare, kurjače, etc. In some villages of Slavonia the whole period of festivities is called bal.4

The Croats in Baranya, in the Croatian as well as in Hungarian areas, the mask wearing characters of the carnival are known as buše, rarely as bušari. Historically, Moháč (Mohácz) had been the place well-known for very imaginative and frightening masks and noisy and colourful performances on the streets. The customs had been recorded in written documents since last century, and museum collections have acquired a number of items of the buša equipment, particularly facial masks. Several experts have been describing masks, classifying and analysing them. It has been confirmed that they have been changing in size and form from time to time in the last century or so, that they used to be of lighter and thinner material (they are even made of wood), and some experts are of the opinion they were not frightening before. Ernyey József had been studying the origins of the custom and the origins of the term buše. He had not found similar customs in Hungary. The outside appearance and behaviour of the masks had led him to make comparison with the customs in the Alps areas and to search for the origins of the term in German language. His attempt appeared to have pinpointed the possibility of the term buše being derived from bušar and not the other way around. Ernyey had rejected the opinion of Đuro Daničić, who searched, at the end of last century, for the etymology in a Hungarian word, which, according to our expert Petar Skok, was the term for a sort of cattle in our and Slovenian language. Although masks of the buše from Baranya have some kind of human appearance, they are adorned with a pair of animals horns (even antlers) more often than not - it must have seemed attractive to be connecting animal featuring on the masks with the term denoting cattle in Hungarian. Some ethnologists have accepted the possibility as the solution and have shown the fact in their works. A very good

---

3 M. Stojanović, 179
4 M. Markovac, 67 (description of the custom 66-72).
5 Mándoki L., 173-176 (giving opinions of other authors who had been studying the matter; new versions of masks do not keep to the traditions).
6 D. Šarošac, 1994; the author emphasises expression of joy on the faces of old masks (mouths with a large smile and well exposed teeth seem to be typical); he thinks that the custom was not to frighten but rather that the mask represented the good spirit of the house.
7 J. Ernyey, 147 and others, particularly 165-167.
8 P. Skok, 1, 1971, 244, under buša.
9 It can be compared e.g. with: T. Cevc, particularly 70-71, 76-77 (the question posed was on the possibility of further meaning of toys in the form of small cows, called buše, and there is also information that that was the term used for the mask wearing characters in the vicinity of Kamnik; the word would seem to be pre-Roman); N. Kuret, 71 (he mentions buše from Mohácz in paragraph on “bovid” masks, i.e. on wearing masks to look like an ox); K. Benc-Bošković: “If considering the terms given to masked characters, the source of many masks could be in the cult of cattle (lampa, buša, turica).” For the similar reason may have the terms bušari, buše found themselves in the classification for the map on the terms of carnival attendants in the group: the terms connected, in a way, with the character they represent (B. Somek-Machala, 124, also on the enclosed map).
researcher of the customs in Croatian Baranya had very cautiously marked down that "nor the younger nor the older generations had been thinking of Bosnian cattle called buša in the festivity spirit, and that, anyway, it could not be a decisive point when explaining the term given to the character masks."\textsuperscript{10}

The data from earlier periods had also talked of the terms buše, bušari as being related to the custom of mask wearing characters appearing at the carnivals in the more eastern parts of Slavonia and in Baranya, as well as of the fact that the terms had not been appearing in any other area. It is possible today to define, in a way, the areas, and even to make comparisons between the different terms for the mask wearing characters at the festivities in different areas; basis for information used in this text is the ethnological map which was made on the basis of data compiled by questionnaires of Ethnologic Atlas (compiling covered all areas of the former Yugoslavia). The map is entitled: Customs around the year, Carnival - Poklade, Terms for mask wearing characters at the carnival procession. The title limits the data to only those connected with the procession walking around the village only the very days of carnival (Poklade). Different terms for the masked characters in the procession, recorded on the questionnaires, have been classified in 3 groups: terms based on the way and the fact that the characters were masked, terms derived from the name of the day or periods on which the customs had taken place and terms connected with the character the masks represented. There are, of course, terms that can belong to either of the groups, but they seem to appear at random and are isolated occurrences.\textsuperscript{11}

The data on the terms bušari and buše are not separated, in order to be put on the map they have been classified together in a large group of terms "connected with the character they represent". On the map the terms buše and bušari appear in six villages in Baranya, the area being explicitly separated from areas in eastern parts of Slavonia, in which the terms seem to appear most frequently, because of other terms appearing there. To mention particularly the area around Đakovo in which the northeaster occurrence of the terms had been discovered in the village of Vuka, bringing us thus close to Osijek\textsuperscript{12}; a bit west from Đakovo data on the terms are listed, in an almost unceasing line all the way from Gornji on the north to Donji Andrijevci (east of Slavonski Brod) and to Donji Svilaj on the other bank of the Sava river (in Bosnia).\textsuperscript{13} West of Đakovo, in the villages Trnava and Drenski Slatinik, other term seems to be appearing together with the term bušari; these other terms had taken over in the areas closely around Našice and Slavonski Brod, where the term bušari is not used any more.\textsuperscript{14} An interesting fact is the existence of two isolated occurrences of the two terms,

\textsuperscript{10} Z. Lechner, 167. Reserve was also shown by T. Lozica 1998,204, rem.21.
\textsuperscript{11} B. Somek-Machala, particularly on 124 and the map under the title mentioned.
\textsuperscript{12} Location on the map (coordinates): dk 432
\textsuperscript{13} dk 334 - eK 224, eK 422.
\textsuperscript{14} EK 441 (apart from the term bušari there are also maškare, balije), EK 212 (maškare, mačkare); terms maškare, mačkare most frequent west of Đakovština.
far from the territories of their frequent use, in western Slavonia (in Grubišno Polje and Šibovac near Daruvar). Outside Croatia there is only one other place, apart from Donji Švilaj, in which the term bušar seems to appear - Bazik near Bosanski Šamac, though the occurrence is not at all odd there, as on the other bank of the Sava, in Croatia, the term is spread in Sikirevci and Babina Greda and further on in Gradište. Gradište belongs to Vinkovci area in which the term bušari is spread but, according to the map, it is connected with the Đakovo area spread only by this strip along the Sava river. Individual occurrences of the term seem to be appearing east of Vinkovci towards Ilok. The map unfortunately shows lack of data for greater part of Srem and Bačka as the Center for Ethnological Cartography does not have the filled questionnaires for many places in the area.

This useful map covering the topic of the terms for carnival attendants wearing masks could become even more so with additional information and some changes if they can be made. First, data from different sources, other than data from basic questionnaires of Atlas could be added, but it may also be the task for experts who could then use the map as a source in their further work. There is, though, another map compounded on the basis of experimental questionnaires of Ethnological Atlas on the theme: Mask wearing attendants processions, Days of processions, and there was an unprinted map of terms in existence based on the same questionnaire results, which could come in useful. The map was supposed to contain all the terms for the procession attendants no matter at what time of the year the processions were held. Our map, quite by chance, contains only the terms for the attendants wearing masks at carnival time, and it does not bring solution to the problem of the terms such as: čorojice or čorojičari and other similar ones, though those terms are frequently not connected with carnival time either in Croatia or in Bosnia, anyway. Still they sometimes are, as changes do occur, so the map might ensure (with a bit more information) the connection

15 DI 144 (Questionnaire folio 4, no. 1653 lists the information for the Croats in the place: fašanke, beautifully dressed young girls appear together with bušari), questionnaire 1654 talks of the Serbs in the same place; it is said they have no mask wearing custom; dl 213, questionnaire no. 312.
16 eL 331.
17 ek 441, ek 243, eL 231.
18 Em 331 (questionnaire folio 4, no. 469 brings the information on bušari attending the house at the time of svinjakolja; the information was entered into the map quite by chance though it does not represent a complete mistake).
19 Ethnological Atlas of Yugoslavia, Trial Maps, Map 8; the published map as well as the not-published one was made by Marija Išgum (authors were not listed in this issue).
20 V. Belaj, 121-122, states that the topics of the articles “were defined by the framework of the annual Narodna umjetnost, the task was to cover all the customs connected with carnival time”. The study of the material “spotted a certain onesidedness which should be taken into account in further work on the maps”. Mask wearing attendants processions in the former Yugoslavia were not held at carnival time only. About one of the themes, ritual rocking movement, all the data were taken without reference to the dates and “that is the reason why the map gives ever so much more information. It seems obvious that those who will be giving final editing touches to the maps on masks wearing events will have to take the experience into account. Thus the interpretative possibilities of the maps will be multiplied”.
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between the carnival čorak from the area of Požeština to čorjac in middle Bosnia.\footnote{EJ 344, questionnaire folio 4, no. 273, čorjac; it is the only example on the map, but another information has been marked for the larger area of Požeština, though mainly in the form of čorac, on seven experimental questionnaires (numbers 630-634, 1035,1036); the largest number of data from Bosnia is covering the location around the upper bed of the Vrbas river, though there are some recordings in Herzegovina; but according to the experimental questionnaires there might be more in the Bosna river area (nos 1073,1101,1102).} The fact might be of some importance for the questions on the terms: buša and bušari. It would be useful for studying of these terms (as well as other terms) to have a map survey of all occasions in which mask wearing occurs and there is no necessity to have them connected to certain dates or days. The custom may be part of sijelo (customary evening gathering at one person’s house in winter) or be connected with the customs regarding important events in a person’s life, in which case there may not be a procession at all. To cover the differences in details of a term or the use of variants, one would often need special maps. And in those, at least, the terms buše and bušari would be presented separately.

Still, it is not too difficult to separate data on buše and bušari in principle. The data on buše seem to be originating from Baranya where the term bušari will be rarely found as it mainly belongs to the data from Slavonia.

If data from other sources were added to the map the spreading of the term bušari in the area of Đakovština would show almost insignificant change. In the village of Donji Andrijevci, east of Slavonski Brod, as recorded on the current map and also according to the work Selj i seljacı, “in the evening girls and younger women gather in a house and dress in bušari. Men seem to be dressing up less.”\footnote{As remark 4 (to compare the location on the map, remark 13).} There is mention of the same type of occasion in Garčin (which is in the vicinity of Brod): “Some girls dressed as bušari in puppet-like mask, others dressed as colourful gypsies, others wore sheets or were dressed as men.”\footnote{Z. Toldi, 1987, 13 (only the term bušari is mentioned in the text, though another term, safinari, is written next to it in the title, though perhaps only as the term largely known in that region).} To the east of Brod, a bit far from it, there is the village Gundinci (close to Sikirevci and Babina Greda) and here as well men and women masked as bušari at the carnival time.\footnote{A. Matasović Šabesar, 79-80 (it is emphasised that both young and elderly people went to bušari; the women, as it seems, represented various roles of the women).} According to the main questionnaire at carnival time in Sikirevci there appear handsome (lipi) and frightening (strašni) mask wearing bušari. According to the trial questionnaire, men used to dressed as women and vice versa, and all the masks are called bušari “because they are dressed so uncomely”. Nikola Bonifačić Rožin recorded the occurrence of a ploughman who visits homes and even makes the move as if starting the first furrow in the yard if there is snow enough to do it. The scene is performed by women dressed as men, only the bearer of the food (ruckonoša) is played by the man dressed as a woman.\footnote{Location on the map ek 411, questionnaire no. 104; experimental questionnaire no. 617; N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1960, 14-17.} In Gašinci, west of Đakovo, bušari are also out at times other than carnival time as e.g. around the houses in which
the custom of slaughtering of the pig takes place.\textsuperscript{26} The same was performed in the nearby village of Drenje, but here, at carnival time, another term, \textit{mačkare} is mentioned beside the term \textit{bušari}.\textsuperscript{27} In Drenjski Slatinik, on the west border of the area the term \textit{bušari} extends on, they talk of the term as being the oldest they know to be in use there. In this place and in Trnava, \textit{bušari} visit the houses in which \textit{svinjokolja} (custom of pig slaughtering occurring in cold winter days) took place.\textsuperscript{28} The same was true in Piškorevci in the vicinity of Đakovo, but there they used only this term in all occasions, as the place is located just inside the extended area of the use of the term.\textsuperscript{29} In Budrovci, the masks appear at the wedding procedure as well: the women “go to the house of the bride dressed in \textit{bušari} masks. They take with them a baby, older women throw on the shoulder embroidered shawl that is not fit for them to wear. They are on their way to enjoy a prank or two.”\textsuperscript{30} The custom of \textit{bušari} appearing at the time of \textit{svinjokolja} (custom pig slaughtering) is popular in Vuka, and in Gorjani it has been marked as a rather new occurrence. Here, on the north of Đakovo, there are no other terms, while in Semeljci and in nearby Kešinci the masked attendants at the time of \textit{svinjokolje} are not mentioned.\textsuperscript{31}

On the map in the area connected to Vinkovci there are a few recordings of \textit{bušari} though fairly scattered around, but quite of number of occurrences could be added to the map if other sources from the ones used in putting together of the map were considered. In Babina Greda (in the space bordering to Đakovo area, by the Sava) two sources mention another group named \textit{garači} apart from the term \textit{bušari}. \textit{Garači} with blackened faces (by soot) go around the village at a special time.\textsuperscript{32} In Gradiste, the main questionnaire records the term \textit{poklade} with the term \textit{bušari} and the trial questionnaire mentions \textit{maškare}.\textsuperscript{33} In the vicinity of Gradiste there are recordings of the term for several more places. By the trial questionnaire the terms \textit{bušari} appear in Županja, south of Gradiste,\textsuperscript{34} and in Cerna, Rokovci and Prkovci to the north of it. According to

\textsuperscript{26} Experimental questionnaire no. 637
\textsuperscript{27} Experimental questionnaire no. 641.
\textsuperscript{28} EK 212, questionnaire no. 205, experimental questionnaire no. 625, EK 441, questionnaire no. 189, experimental questionnaire no. 638. (According to the main questionnaire there are also terms \textit{balije} and \textit{maškare}).
\textsuperscript{29} Ek 341, questionnaire no. 483, experimental questionnaire no. 629.
\textsuperscript{30} T. Petrović (only wedding customs have been studied in the research; I owe her gratitude for the information given).
\textsuperscript{31} dk 432, questionnaire no. 255, experimental questionnaire no. 364; dk 334, questionnaire no. 1, experimental questionnaire no. 363; Ek 224, questionnaire no. 482, experimental questionnaire no. 628; J. Njikoš, 1970 and 1978 (with longer description of \textit{oraci} and \textit{svatovi} (ploughman and wedding attendants procession) in which men and women dress as opposite sex; but only men are dressing as \textit{the Turks}, riding around the village and \textit{kupe harač} (collecting Turkish tithes \textit{harač}) in the houses in which there are girls.
\textsuperscript{32} ek 243, questionnaire no. 109; more detailed information; experimental questionnaire no. 612 and Z. Toldi, 2, 1994, 16-18 (On Monday carnival attendants are nicely equipped riders and young girls dressed as married women, and married women as young girls: on Tuesday everybody dressed in finery, but with faces, sometimes hands as well, heavily smudged with soot, with intention to put soot on somebody else).
\textsuperscript{33} eL 231, questionnaire no. 107, experimental questionnaire no. 38.
\textsuperscript{34} Experimental questionnaire no. 1012 (data not detailed).
the main questionnaire in Rokovci: “Young men are called bušari, and the girls fašanke. All are being called maškare.” The information has been recorded in the map under the last term. It could even be added here that there exist frightening as well as handsome bušari. In Cerna, beside the bušari-fašanke, very nicely dressed characters walk around. In Retkovci the term bušari is known to have been described in earlier sources; here again bušari may be handsome or frightening. Both women and men dress up so as to play the role of the other sex and change the character presentation accordingly. The report states that the custom exists also in Prkovci and that groups from one village sometimes visit the other one. In villages to the west and to the east of Vinkovci the groups of mask wearing characters may be given multiple or different names. The main questionnaire records fašange for Ivankovo. In three articles on the village Nikola Bonifačić Rožin reports on the term bušari and in one of them he also mentions the use of the term fašang in the village. Men are taking over the roles of women and vice versa; they are acting the process of ploughing and wedding. According to the experimental questionnaire the terms used in Ivankovo are bušari or fašingari or bušangari, the terms being the same for all groups of women or men wearing masks. In Tordinci, north of Vinkovci, the term bušari refers to the masked groups coming to the house after svinjokolja (custom slaughtering of the pig), while fašange or poklade are walking round the village at the carnival time. The report emphasises the description of bušari being dressed as characters in the carnival procession in other places. According to the main questionnaire the similar activity is occurring in the neighbouring village Antin, where there are sijela for the young ones from the New Year’s Day to the carnival time, while bušari are appearing at the time of svinjokolja (this is the reason why the information for the village on the map is negative). The experimental questionnaire brings completely different information: at the time of svinjokolja there are maškare, while bušari walk around at the carnival time, both women and men wearing masks. There are also masked horsemen, and young girls dressed up “as married women, gypsies, in Hungarian folk costumes”. In Nuštar (according to the trial questionnaire) bušari are appearing in the houses at the times of svinjokolja, while fašange appear at the carnival time. Individual masks, whether dressed up men or women, are called then maškare. On the last day of carnival time the young girls dress up as married women (snaše). In one published source apart from

32 EL 432, questionnaire no. 204 (the only source).
33 Experimental questionnaire no. 1105.
34 I. Filakovac, 164-167, only the term bušari cited; experimental questionnaire no. 1048 (not very detailed) gives the following answer to the question on terms used: bušari, maškare, fašingari.
35 EL 321, questionnaire no. 188.
36 N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1960, 22-24, 24-25, 51 (bušari and fašange). The first two recordings were published by I. Lozica, 1996, 82, 84 (no. 8, Bušari must play), 85, (no. 10 Bušari make up the wedding procession).
37 Experimental questionnaire no. 320.
38 Experimental questionnaire no. 294; the author of the recording knew that bušari attendants elsewhere lead procession at carnival time.
39 EL 212, questionnaire no. 467; experimental questionnaire no. 293 (difference in recordings is rather bigger than it is usually the case in other examples).
fašange (once only masked men) at carnival time there are disguised men walking around village at weddings and at svinjokolja time. They are called maškare. Further on east, the materials from the west Srem, from Sotin, Lovas, Tompojevaci and Tovarnik, describe the masks wearing custom at the times of carnival and svinjokolja. In Sotin and Lovas at carnival time walking in procession are mačkare (maškare), men and women playing each other’s character roles, girls also dress up as snaše (young married women). The houses where there was svinjokolja (the custom slaughtering of the pig) are visited by bušari. In the same role and at the same event bušari appear in Tompojevci, though they may be called maškare there. The Croats in Tovarnik also use the term bušari for the masked characters at svinjokolja time, while the term mačkare is used for the procession attendants at the carnival time. The Serbs in Tovarnik, on the other hand, call the masked characters bušari at carnival time. According to the main questionnaire collected information there is no mask wearing tradition in Ilok at carnival time (though bušari may appear at svinjokolja time); but one published source and the trial questionnaire claim that there are groups of mask wearing inhabitants mačkare at the carnival time. Different terms for mask wearing groups appearing at the times of carnival and svinjokolja are mentioned in case of the village of Berak, but at the carnival time they are bušari. According to the main questionnaire in Ilača, in the vicinity of Tovarnik, there is no procession at carnival time; though there are sijela the whole of the time. Bušari do appear around the houses at which the custom of svinjokolja (slaughtering of the pig) is going on. According to the experimental questionnaire information the bušari are walking around at the carnival time too, and young girls dressed in men’s clothes, or wearing unusual women characters (from other social groups, possibly) take on principal roles, then. According to the main questionnaire results for Privlaka, only sijela are held at the time of carnival, while bušari appear only at the time of svinjokolje (the reason for the negative mark on the map). The experimental questionnaire information talks only of masquerading for the Carnival; groups called maškare and balovi (wearing horrible as well handsome masks) are visiting only homes in the neighbourhood. According to Bartol Jurić bal is the term for a group of participants in carnival. The saying goes: Here comes the bal. Young men and girls together, mainly, while the older ones in groups divided according to age and sex go in the bal. The term balovi is mentioned in a well-known

43 Experimental questionnaire no. 693; V. Domačinović, 41-44.
44 M. Černeč (manuscript), thanking the author for letting me have the data. There is the main questionnaire for Lovas, no. 2227, EM 341; only children go round at carnival time dressed as maškare. According to the experimental questionnaire for Donji Tovarnik (no. 871) (for the Serbs) maškare walk around at carnival time and at the time of svinjokolja.
45 As in the remark 18 (for questionnaire); J. Grbić, 288; experimental questionnaire no. 640.
46 Experimental questionnaire no. 297 (a place south of Vukovar).
47 EM 112, questionnaire no. 471 (the map mark speaks of no data for carnival time); experimental questionnaire no. 360.
48 el 111, questionnaire no. 470, experimental questionnaire no. 366 (negative recording on the map). B. Jurić, 675 (the information refers only to the carnival customs, and maškare are not mentioned; B. Jurić seems to be adding to the information from Otok everything she knows from Privlaka and Komletinci).
source for the nearby Otok, marked on the map as a place with *maškare*, according the main questionnaire. These *maškare* are only children. N. Bonifačić Rožin reports that, in Otok, mainly women wear masks (and only a small number of men do it). They are called *balovi* then. Here only Slakovci are marked on the map as having carnival *bušari*, the data being corroborated by the experimental questionnaire. Mask wearing in other occasions is not mentioned here. The same is true, according to the experimental questionnaire, for Komletinci too, where men and women, young girls and men, dress in *bušari* masks at carnival time, though not all on the same day nor masked in the same characters. The village Nijemci is marked for the term *mačkare* as carnival procession attendants, and the experimental questionnaire supports the information. Nikola Bonifačić Rožin reports on the term *bušari* in several places, but does not state clearly whether the term applies to the carnival procession attendants or to mask wearing in all other occasions as well. “The term for carnival time is *fašnik*, but also *poklade* and *fašanke*. *Fašanke* are *mačkare*. The carnival is starting with 2nd February (*Svijećnica*). Then *bušari* are preparing.” On a Wednesday, called *Vrtićeva srđa* men and women dress up in others clothes to participate in the wedding attendants procession (*svatovi*). On the same day, “*bušari* walk around the village as well, but in a special group. *Bušari*, then, appearing as some kind of horsemen dress in Turkish folk costumes wearing sabers (swords), that are real.” “*Bušari* are real men. They race through the village on their horses. The Turks are racing.” *Bušari* having blackened their faces with soot, are wearing hats though very often with animal horns as well. They are carrying sticks (bars) and bells, blowing their bugles made of tree bark or even the cattle horn. There are other groups of masked men and women walking around the village disguised differently, but masked characters also appear at the weddings and at the houses where *svinjokolja* is going on. “Who wears the mask at the carnival time - here it’s *bušar*. Kids are afraid when you say: here come *bušari*. But now the times are different - it’s atomic time and kids are afraid no more.”

49 El 143, questionnaire no. 460; J. Lovretić, 311; “In Otok, all the festivity at carnival time is called *bal*. In other villages there walk *bušari*, *fašanje*, *maškare*, *kurjače* while in Otok they say for a girl: She got herself prepared for the *bal*”; 310-315 (at carnival there are kolo dancing and *sjela*; during the last days of carnival young girls and women dressed in each others cloths walk around the village, or dress up as men and women of different professions, mainly strangers); N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1966, 1, 7-13, 16, 19 (according to recordings men are dressed up as women, and vice versa, but, it seems, that this is more done by women, wedding procession is mimicked and *ploughing* on Ash Wednesday; according to one information the term for the masked person is used in singular form of the word, *balov*, and always in masculine form; in Otok there is no mask wearing at the time of *svinjokolja*, though it is mentioned that there are masks at the time in Janković).  
50 El 342, questionnaire no. 1035, experimental questionnaire no. 369. There is one datum referring to *bušari* on the map at the village Bošnjaci: that is a mistake as the term there is *bulje* (el 432, questionnaire no. 132).  
51 Experimental questionnaire no. 367.  
52 El 241, questionnaire no. 472; experimental questionnaire no. 365.  
53 N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1965, 45, 46, 47, 48; the main part of the manuscript (46-48) is brought by I. Lozica, 1996, 84-85 (no. 9).  
54 N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1966, 28-39 (the term for mask wearing outside the time of carnival had not been recorded); N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1965, 36, 37, 49-55 (the term *maškare* is mentioned describing groups at wedding and *svinjokolja*).  
is crying, they are telling him: Stop it, or bau, bau, buša will come and take you away! Or somebody puts his hand down, hard on the table saying: Stop it, there goes bau, bau buša! They seem to be still saying it." 56 On the south-east of Slavonia there are villages Vrbanja and Soljani and these two villages belong to the group of villages in which the carnival procession attendants are called kurjače. In Soljani the term buša appears in the saying "Here’s buša come for you now, used to frighten the children when they are small. Though they add that nobody had seen her yet." The statements of the kind and "threats" of the same contents have been known in Vrbanja, as well. (Don’t go there, buša will get you out of the dark). 57

We most frequently meet the term buša for the carnival procession attendants in Baranya, though there are some rare occurrences of the term elsewhere. Thus, according to the experimental questionnaire, there are buše in Bački Brijeg, though this seems to be the only information for Voivodina settlements of the Bačka Croats, also called Šokci. N. Bonifačić Rožin’s report does not seem to agree with this fact. He mentions that "maškare are still very much alive custom there at carnival time". "They are also called čokotari by čokot, the oldest part of Bački Breg." Women largely play the roles of attendants in the performance of gypsy weddings, but men take on masks of special characters. “Čokotari were going around Bački Breg at carnival time. They had been wearing masks (buše) on the face. They used to make buše out of paper, wood and pumpkin. And the scare-crow is often called buša.” In carnival time the inhabitants of Bački Breg used to visit the village Santovo (Hercegszántó) on the other side of the border in Hungary. With the inhabitants of that village (Šokci) they had always been in friendly and kinship relations. 58 Carnival customs appear to have died out in Santovo after World War I, but they have been reestablished recently. They used to perform the wedding here as well - women and men would change the roles and there were other characters in the event. The masked persons were called buše but the term bušari seems to have also been recorded. 59 The custom in which buše used to take part had been customary also in Baja, the village of the Bunjevci Croats in Hungary. There has been no other such information for this group of the Croats. In Baja, the procession of masked attendants was made of handsome as well as frightening buše, picturesquely made up, mainly men wearing masks. The noisy procession was accompanied by silent witches, men wearing women’s clothes or women themselves as well as other characters. 60 Buše from Baja remind us of still more popular buše from Mohácz, described many times. They used to wear coloured masks (kape, larfe) made of soft wood on which a kind of fur had been fastened covering the head, with ram or cattle horns attached on top of it. The fur coats had often been put on with fur on the outside,

57 B. Pejić, 1, 3.
58 Experimental questionnaire no. 859; N. Bonifačić Rožin, 1962, I, III,13-17, 27-35; maškare walk also at the time of svinjekolja and on the St. Agatha’s Day (III, 1-2, 12-13); the scarecrow is called buša as well (13,60).
59 S. Vešin, particularly 222-231, 234-236.
60 S. Vešin, 216; J. Erný, 152-153 (both descriptions, the other being more detailed, are based on the source from 1903; one or two sources on the use of buše in Hungary could not have been obtained in time).
the trouser legs filled with straw. They used bells to make noise, as well as all kinds of rattles, tin pots, cattle horns and long wooden trumpets, while buše used to shout: bao, bao. Some were carrying special cudgels or bags filled with ashes, while other had women’s house devices (which could easily become weapons), shoulder strap (used to carry water filled vessels), battledores, distaff etc. Some had a cradle strapped to the back or a trough with a doll in it. There were many other characters in the procession performing different scenes in which the characters would be otherwise appearing. In Moháč only male inhabitants were dressed as buše, but on small poklade (on Thursday before main carnival days) children were going around the houses, small girls dressed as boys and the other way around.61 There are some data on buše custom for the Šokci Croats in Hungary from Semartin (Alsószentmárton) and Kašad. In Semartin only girls used to take part in masking, but in Kašad, men were going around dressed as frightening buše with girls in different groups dressed in ceremonial folk attire accompanied by young men dressed as hussars. The report on the customs mentions the term bušari as well.62

In the Croatian part of Baranya six places are marked in the ethnological map as places where the term buše (bušari) is used. There follow places along the Croatian Hungarian border all the way from the Drava to the Danube): Torjanci, Baranjsko Petrovo Selo, Šumarna, Branjin Vrh, Duboševica, Gajić.63 The majority of places (with the exception of Duboševica) are covered by both questionnaires (the main and the experimental one). The term describing masked persons is mainly buše, but the main questionnaire for Gajić adds or fašanke,64 while for Baranjsko Petrovo Selo it mentions: “Groups are called bušari and individuals buše.65 According to experimental questionnaire information and other sources it is known also that the term buše had been in use in Draž, Topolje and Luč.66 The study of Zdenka Lechner contains the data on Torjanci and Petrovo Selo, villages in Drava region, then on Duboševice, Topolje, Gajić and Draža, the villages near the Danub; it is full “of data on carnival in Baranya from the end of past century up to our time”, and it represents “one of the most thorough and detailed research on carnival in Croatia in general”.67 “Buše are disguised or dressed up attendants of carnival procession. In Baranya only the terms buša and buše
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61 Š. Šarosac (Šárosácz G.), 1974 (1973); J. Emney, 137-146.
62 Gelenčer J., particularly 430-433 (the author brings comparison according to to customs in Moháč and in Croatian Baranya).
63 čk 333, čk 344, čk 442, cL 313, cL 123, cL 234.
64 Questionnaire no. 1323 (the Hungarians participate; therefore perhaps two terms).
65 Questionnaire no. 506.
66 Experimental questionnaires nos. 36, 37,1014. There is particular information for Luč: “At the time of svinjokolja they used to go to pištike-buše” (M. Keler, 59). Z. Lechner has studied Draž and Topolje (among other places), and she specifies for buše outside the carnival time that they appeared at the wedding as well as at the time of svinjokolje. “Then, they do not put on horns and are not called buše everywhere.” In Duboševica they are calling them buše; in Gajić mackare; in Petrovo Selo in Baranya pištike; in Torjanci pištike (173, remark 1). The questionnaires do not always talk of these occurrences; in Luč, there is the term buše registered and in Topolje mackare.
are used as common nouns; *busa* stands for an individual character, which can then be more closely described, and *busa* for a smaller or bigger group of masked persons, or for all that participate in performing *fašinski* custom. Slavonian form of the term *busar, busari* is not a home tradition in Baranya villages." According to the author the same is valid for Hungarian Baranya villages where the Croats Šokci live. *Buše* from *Podunavska sela* used *busala* or *larfe* made of textiles, leather or paper, together with wooden masks they made alone in much the same way as *busa* in Moháč. *Buše* from *Podravska sela* have never made nor used wooden masks. "Both groups were called *busa* by their appearance and equipment: **terrible** or **frightening busa** (strašni or strašne) or **handsome** (*lipe*) *busa*. The Baranya inhabitants use *busa* in feminine and masculine gender. The term *disgusting busa* is also used. "*Busalo* is the term still alive in Topolje, Gajić and Draž. It does not cover the idea of a special mask, but is the term for any mask for frightening *busa* to wear." In Topolje this is the whole equipment for *busa*. Frightening *busa* are only masked men. They are equipped rather like the *busa* in Moháč: overturned leather coats (fur on the outside), they are carrying a stick and wooden sword as well as all kinds of rattles and other items to make noise. **Handsome* busa* walk around the village singing; "young girls dressed as men or women, and young men dressed as women or girls. Some are even wearing their own clothes (of their real sex as well)." They wear a veil across the face. Little *fašange* or little carnival is the day when children put on the masks. "In Duboševica and Topolje it was usually on the Thursday before the big carnival, while in Gajić and Draž it was on the *fašanski* Monday, and in Torjanci and Baranjsko Petrovo Selo it was on the Sunday - a week before the carnival time."

The expression *lead busa*, as the Baranya people are saying for the participation in the carnival custom, can be seen in the little song for the occasion which opens with: "*Arange, fašange, poklade* (carnival) / *Each one grabbing his own.*" (*Arange, fašange, poklade / svaki svoju spopade.*)

The opening line of the song can differ, but still with a similar, not overmuch polite contents, as is fit for the carnival, but the rest of the song (where it is known) goes rather like this: "The woman chosen for the work in the house uses muddy *uše* and has sooty train. I will lead *busa* again if ever I am alive." (*U reduše blatne uše / I garava krila / I opet ću vodit *busa* / Ako budem živa.*) "The term *garava krila* refers to the woman’s clothes, to the train". The expression *blatne uše* remains unexplained. The song had been recorded in Duboševica, but has been known in Topolje where they do not sing *blatne uše* but *masne uše* (fat *uše*) and instead *vodit busa* they sing *terat busa* (run *busa* around).71

Everywhere where *busa* occur there is a well known tale in existence: the dressed up Šokci frightened the Turks and sent them packing from Mohač. The tale may
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68 Z. Lechner, 159, 160, 166.
69 Z. Lechner, 165, 169.
70 Z. Lechner, 163.
71 Z. Lechner, 163-164.
be retold in a summarised version or with more or less details. In its essentials it tells
that the Šokci had to take cover on the island on the Danube, among the reed, when
threatened by the Turks. There they waited for the foretold signs (earthquake,
thunderbolts, trumpet sound), and had waited for a very long time, or over a hundred
years or perhaps as long as it took for the weapons to rust. The turning point was the
appearance of a knight on a white horse. The leader of the Šokci saw in his dream how
to equip his people, and hidden by the stacks of reed they crossed across the frozen
surface of the Danube, they frightened the sleeping Turks and ended the siege of
Moháčz.72 “In the legend on driving the Turks out there is the belief that buše with
animal horns represented ghostly apparitions (ukaze), and according to the information
from Baranjsko Petrovo Selo the carnival days are funny days (stranski dani), which
means fairy or vampiric days.” Buše should wear animal horns, “as apparitions come
wearing ram horns; there may be apparitions in the form of an ox, wolf... the
apparitions were to frighten people, and that is how they scared the Turks”.73 There is
another legend: “Only some persons explain that buše were what remained from the
story on Jesus, and not on the Turks; for when torturing Jesus they dressed as buše. That
is why people still think: it’s a great sin to act buše.74

For the expanse of Baranya, in the corner between the Drava and the Danube and
for Slavonia on the right side of the Drava, along the ending part of the river, the data
on the ethnological map bring the details on the term maškare (mačkare). Though there
may be an exception here and there, based on other sources. In Aljmaš: “Buše go
around the houses, streets on carnival Monday making jokes, doing pranks, scaring
children, hitting around with sticks, making noise and sending the bells ringing.” “Buše
are carelessly dressed and equipped as Gypsies. They are wearing sheepskin coats,
furside out, fur caps and worn clothes. They have smudged their faces with soot or are
hiding them with rags.” On the carnival Tuesday young girls and men dress nicely, into
the clothes of the other sex. In the days of svinjokolja maškare are walking around.75
In Darda near Osijek, in Baranya: “On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
before the carnival there are even today buše or fašange walking, but only the orthodox
inhabitants put on disguises. At the time of svinjokolja mačkare walk around in the
areas where catholic population lives as well. Young people are putting on masks, men
wearing women’s clothes and vice versa.”76 The information from Darda is one of two
or three cases of the term buše or bušari appearing among the Serb population. This
is the case in Tovarnik (where the Croats have bušari around svinjokolja time and the
Serbs at carnival time)77, and it is quite possible that this was the case in the western
Slavonia, in Šibovac, but the information does not explain whether both groups of
inhabitants are referred to.

72 Z. Lechner, 167, 169; D. Šarošac (Sărosăcz G., 1973, 1974); J. Ernyey, 154, 146.
73 Z. Lechner, 163, 167.
74 Z. Lechner, 167.
75 Experimental questionnaire no. 8.
76 Experimental questionnaire no. 7.
77 See remark 44.
Space distribution of the data on terms buše and bušari represents a puzzle which arises mainly from the relatively closed area outside which there are no traces of the terms. Though there are exceptions from two villages in western Slavonia which represent the problem on their own. The confirmations that have been found for the majority of other places marked on the map have not been discovered for these two. A more complete picture of the space expansion of the term bušari and that of buše would probably change in some details if all the finds on the terms were entered in the map. Perhaps a closer relationship between the Vinkovci area and Đakovo area could be thus shown, forming a unique expanse of the use of one term, though when moving eastwards the term seem to be rather mixed with some others. Around Đakovo the term bušari is largely used in majority of places and is almost the only term used there; alternative terms do appear in Drenja, Drenjski Slatinik and Trnovo on the otherwise clear western border of the area denoting the use of the term. In Vinkovci area the situation seems to be a bit more complex. With the use of alternative terms in Gradište, Rokovci, Ivankovo and Nijemci, there are also special terms used for particular groups of masks in Rokovci, Ćerna, Babina Greda. The situation is even more complex because of the use of different terms for the custom attendants at the time of carnival and at svinjokolja time, and we find it only in the area around Vinkovci and in villages east of the Vinkovci; it seems that there the term bušari is more frequently used at the time of svinjokolja, which is the reason for the data being excluded from the map limited by the theme. Particularly interesting are the occasions of disaccord among sources regarding the data referring to the same place, and they seem to be more numerous for eastern parts of the area. Because of that and their number, because of the manner of recording, we can hardly think that it ever was due to the carelessness of the recorder, the time difference also not being over-great, with few exceptions only. The disagreement between the researchers on the terms may lie in their multiple use in the same place; one term may have been closer to the narrator than the other one. The situation is more difficult in cases of differences in description of customs, and there were some. Here, the possibility of changing the performance in parts of the village occurring from year to year can be the reason for this difficulty, particularly if the place was located in the area abounding in different uses. Among other things this may be applied to the term buša in its meaning scarecrow, as it occurs even in the distant Šokci settlement in Bački Breg on the north of Bačka.

More facts on the occurrence of the terms have been cited here mainly to turn the readers’ attention to some occurrences and problems. The data on the kinds of
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78 See remark 15; two questionnaires had been filled in for Grubišno Polje - one for the Croats and one for the Serbs; questionnaire no. 312, for Šibovac contains brief answers for both groups of inhabitants.

79 Sources more or less disagree about the data for the places: Sikićevci, Gradište, Ivankovo, Nuštar, Nijemci, Privlaka, Antin, Lovas and Ilok. The researches based on the experimental questionnaires had started in 1960 or a little before that, while all other sources are much more recent. Most of the polling and interviewing (outside questionnaires also) was made by experts or persons from the area interested in their own customs (the choice of places was left entirely to researchers). The main questionnaires for the theme and for the region do not seem to be deficient in information recorded.
carnival festivity groups of attendants, on greater or smaller participation of women, and others, could not be discussed only with reference to the use of the terms of buše and bušari; they are more widely spread. It is e.g. known that in Slavonia women take on the roles of not only nicely accoutred handsome, more polite, masks but also of those that are not so handsome. There are places in which almost only women are masked and that is not a new (at least not completely new) occurrence. They are then masked representing the characters that they are not - males, strangers, single, married. They are called bušar or they go to bušari. There is a feminine form of the word: bušarine sometimes in use but it should be stated more clearly that it is the women that dress up.\footnote{Some of more obvious examples are listed in the text. The information for Donji Andrijevci, though, can be more enlarged on. Here bušari are walking around the village, and they are mainly women. They gather “in a house and dress up in bušari.” “Men are not letting bušari women pass by that easily, they are trying to take their disguises off (Mutkarc ne puste baš olako da bušarine produ, a da ih oni makar malo ne otkriju i ne raskrškaju).” “On the Carnival Sunday and Monday bušari are walking around during the day as well. (Na pokladnu nedjelju i pokladi ponijelišak išu bušari i preko dana...).” Men and children dress up only on the carnival Tuesday. (M. Markovac, 67. 68.)}
The term buša itself is treated as a feminine or masculine form of the word in Baranya. This occurrence may be emphasising the duality of the sex the masks represent in these areas, and whether one and the other sex are included or perhaps neither, the best explanation perhaps being half of one and half of the other, are the questions to be touched on, yet.\footnote{On the archetype of androgine: I. Lozica, 1997, 217-218.} It seems that folk interpretation would prefer the last possibility as it may give rise to special behaviour as well as emphasising erotic aspect of the matters.

The oral tradition on banishing the Turks from Moháč could figure in the answers on the contents of buše, the masks and scarecrows. There are such oral traditions in other places. In Nard near Valpovo, in the near vicinity of Baranya, mačkare represent some kind of “memory of expelling of the Turks from Slavonia when the peasants used to disguise into various animals frightening away the Turks”.\footnote{Experimental questionnaire no. 1137.} According to the oral tradition in Piškorevci things used to be a little different. “The old people used to say the bušari originate from the Turks.”\footnote{Experimental questionnaire no. 629.} The appearance of bušari, horsemen, equipped as if they were the Turks, which was mentioned in connection with several places may be linked to the oral tradition stories. The narrations of the kind can be heard outside the space of Slavonia and Baranya, e.g. among the Serbs in Rumania by the Danube gorges. The narration goes about the ancestors masked and guarding the border against the Turks, picking up battles against them at their own sweet time andспlying on them.\footnote{B. Krstić, 26.} Much the same story appears to be true about carnival zvončari in Istrian Kastav area - the custom originates in people “disguising themselves in animal skins, putting on masks, hanging bells on them, taking up rods and clubs as soon as the Turks appeared in the neighbourhood. When the
Turks would hear and see them, they would run away in fright.”\(^{85}\) In some other places along the Adriatic coastal area putting on disguises at carnival time, but also playing the game with swords could have occurred in the same way. The carnival figures on the island of Lastovo are mainly the army clad characters such as they were when fighting the Turks, or, according to another version, fighting the pirates their messenger being a Turkish person. Even the famous kumpanija on the island of Korčula, the dance with swords, could originate from the ancient battles against the pirates.\(^{86}\) What these traditional narrations say on the matter seems to be mostly explicitly said in the tradition story on buše from Moháčz. The masked characters represent the dead that have arisen, not any dead, but those who had slept for a long time waiting to be awakened at the time just before the end of the world, the story that carnival time seems to be repeating all over again.

There are other kinds of stories on tradition: in Baranya they are linked to the events around Christ’s tortures (“When Jesus was tortured, they dressed as bušas”). It has also been recorded in Topolje “that Jews masked themselves to frighten Jesus”.\(^{87}\) The traditional stories of the kind seem to be coming from different places. In Bijela near Daruvar: “According to the storyteller a conclusion can be made that the masks are the rudiments of the Biblical themes - the remnants of the belief that apostles used to beat Jesus”.\(^{88}\) The story from Struga near Dvor-upon-Una differs from this one, here as the story goes “the masks were put on when they were searching for Jesus to send him to his death. People wore masks to hide Jesus from the persecutors and thus save him”.\(^{89}\) And then again, in Dubovik in west Bosnia it has been recorded that “it is believed that such ones as e.g. čaroice used to persecute Jesus, and the hosts used to give them something so that they would not do them any harm”.\(^{90}\) There is also a detail on Bosnian čaroice which says that the Jews put on masks when requiring for Jesus to be sentenced to die. The comparison has been made with the similar story appearing in Bulgaria. There monks were against disguising: they would put damnation on the players who made Jesus suffer. The story-teller had forbidden his sons to join derviši as “they would frighten Jesus on the cross by their appearance”.\(^{91}\) In Zagrade in the vicinity of Bar in Monte Negro, storytellers are saying that quite opposite to this, “masking remained as a memory on Christ who wore mask when Juda went to recognize him”.\(^{92}\) So the concept about masks can be, at least in oral tradition, quite different, even controversial. We cannot even try to discover the origin of all the
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85 L. Nikočević, 26; experimental questionnaire no. 158 for Marčelj near Rijeka mentions it briefly; I. Jardas, 46, has a different explanation to give here: when shepherds took the sheep onto the mountain in the spring they were wearing masks, so the witches would look at them and not at the sheep they could cast a spell on.

86 N. Bonifačić Rotin, 1962a, 100; I. Ivančan, 1967, 12, 86.

87 Experimental questionnaire no. 37.

88 Experimental questionnaire no. 801.

89 Main questionnaire no 1698.

90 M. Išgum, 52.

91 R. Katzarova, 98 and the mentioned, though indirect, source for Bosnia.

92 Experimental questionnaire no. 90.
traditional stories, at least for now. The same may be true for occurrences inside the frame of mask wearing, but something may be done by studying the terms that refer to the occurrence.

Outside parts of Croatian and Hungarian Panonian expanses, the terms buše and bušari in connection with mask wearing are not known for now, though this might have been expected if they are connected to some facts of different meaning. The Petar Skok’s Etymological Dictionary brings the explanation for the verb uršiti se - eat meaty food. The verb is used in the expression urša nedjelja (urša week) (Vuk Karadžić, Boka Kotoraska). “In the syntagm the adjective varies in forms ursena - ursna (Boka), without ‘r’ uši bušina (Boka). The latter form is an adjective derived from the exclamation uši buši, and the dropping of the consonant ‘r’ out of the saying urši burši as the Turks (Kotor), used for that week. The exclamation is formed according to the type šuć-muć, trc-vrc, and te ura te fura. This is the week before winter, all souls’ week and shrovetide one, this is the third week before Eastern fasting, when the orthodox church believers can eat meaty food on Wednesday and Friday, when there is no fasting at all.” The adjective ursi(e)na has been derived from rusan, rusna which is the adjective from the Dubrovnik area derived from the noun rusa from Latin rosa. “The metathesis has been caused by the fact that the word has got metaphoric meaning and lost the relation with rusa (rose). During the week meat is taken at the same time as during dies rosarum = rosalia, rusalje, the time of the festivities of the rose”. Rusalje is also the term for the festivity otherwise called Pentecost (Duhovi), but the term also has connection with beliefs and customs which often refer to the ghosts and the dead, as in the Roman times.93

According to current knowledge, only in Boka Kotoraska (Boca di Cataro) there appears the part of the saying burši, buši together with urši, urša, uša (according to Vuk Karadžić). “Urši, burši as the Turks - is the saying in Kotor for the sebična week called there urša and ursena and uša week in Grbalj, Luštica and Krtolje and rather across Monte Negro”.94 “The week before the Lent is called bi’ela (white), and the week before that All Souls’ week (zadušna) and the one before that one is uša”. That was the term for the week in Rijeka nahija.95 Uša week is the term popular in Zeta and Lješkopolje.96 The term urša nedjelja (Urša week) has been recorded in parts of Serbia and Macedonia. According to M. Đ. Miličević the term sebična nedelja (Ordinary week) seems to be more frequent, sometimes called trapava, “and in some places redovna nedjelja (Regular week) and even urša nedjelja. The week that follows is All Souls’ week and White week.97 In Skopska Crna Gora urša nedelja is the term for the

93 P. Skok, 3, 1973, 548, under uršiti se; 175, under rusalje. It should be mentioned here that in V. S. Karadžić,52, under buša you are turned to look up uši buši and 822, under uši buši you are to look up buša.
95 A. Jovidević, 1928, 304 (comp. Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskog jezika, 20, 58, under uša nedjelja).
96 A. Jovidević, 1926, 536.
97 M. Đ. Miličević, 181, 90; Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, 19, 821, under urša nedjelja (several data); can be compared also D. Antonijević,181.
week after Christmas, when there is no fasting. In Bulgaria *bijela nedelja* (White week) is called *sirnica* or *sirna nedelja* (Cheese week), the week before is called *čista nedelja* (Chaste week) (with fasting on Wednesday and Friday), and the week before that one is *rušna nedelja* (Rušna week) because people *ruši*, eat *blažno* (do not fast) on Wednesday and Friday.

*Urša, rušna, uši bušina nedelja* comes before All Souls’ week, but this does not diminish its relation by the terms and by meaning, with the dead and the ghosts. It is important to mention here that in this week it is possible to eat meat food (*mrsiti*), and the same happens according to Orthodox church laws in the week after Pentecost and after Christmas. After Pentecost there follows *rusalna nedelja*, and twelve days after Christmas are so called *nekrišteni* (non baptized) days. In some places, both weeks are connected with beliefs and customs, and both also with the term *rusaljke*. The connection between *buša* and *bušari* with the week called *uši bušina*, when people *uši buši*, do not fast (eat meat), can encompass the whole meaning of these days, fasting being part of this meaning. Otherwise not-understandable expressions *masne uše* (fatty uše) or *blatne uše* (dirty uše) from the Baranya carnival song seem to prove it the fact.

Though thinking of the nouns *buša* and *bušari* as derivations of the adjective *uša, bušina* and the verb *ušiti, bušiti*, which does not seem too difficult, it is more difficult to furnish an answer to the question on where, when and how the terms got connected with mask wearing persons. The expanse of the appearance of the terms makes it very difficult. When thinking in terms of the focus of migrations and cultural influence we think of eastern parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but there are no traces of *buša* and *bušari* there. Rare are the villages in which one could meet with carnival processions, though masking during *sišelo* is not so infrequent. No conclusion can be made on the basis of characters presented as masks, as finding the origins or even following the details of disguising customs appear hardly possible. For there are questions unsolved as to the reason of the masks not occurring in an area, while in other areas they are occurring intensively or they appear in places where they do not seem to draw much attention. Sometimes, these customs seem to revive after a long-term break. Inspite of that the occurrences though appearing at very large distances may be very similar.

The terms can, sometimes, be connected more easily, and thus it would be necessary to join here the term *pobušeni ponedjeljak* known in, at least, Banat. In some other areas the day is frequently called *pobusani* - it is the Monday that follows the first Sunday after Easter, when, in some places in Serbia, there is a custom to “visit

---

98 A. Petrović, 437 and 443; “The third Sunday before White Carnival is called *urša nedelja* or Regular - (Redovna (redovača) as there is no fasting but it is urši time (meat food allowed)”; comp. also to M. S. Filipović, 1093, 371, 388.
99 D. Marinov, 362; N. Gerov, 93, under *Rušna nedelja* and under *ruša*.
100 Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, 14, 1955, 332, under *rusalan, rusaljke, rusalnica, rusaljan*; 333, under *rusan;* M. D. Milićević, 89.
101 Remark 71 and the pertaining text; the author had, according to the oral communication, tried to obtain some information on the meaning of the expression, but had not succeeded.
102 According to N. Kuret, 89.
cemeteries when the tombs are \textit{(pobusani)} covered with grass tufts again\textsuperscript{103}. In Srem, the day is called \textit{ružičalo}, and, in some parts of northern Serbia the term has changed into \textit{družičalo}, when “people (particularly women) go to cover that year tombs with grass \textit{(pobušavaju grobove od one godine)}”\textsuperscript{...}. \textit{Družičalo} is also the custom of young boys and girls to meet and the customary procedures of choosing partners to become brothers and sisters or some kind of godchildren are held, they \textit{družičaju se} (become comrades). The term of the custom has been rather adapted to the meaning of the use, but has been derived from \textit{ružičalo} which is balkanised version of Latin term \textit{rosalia rusalje}.\textsuperscript{104} The question is whether \textit{pobušeni} Monday is only the term describing covering with grass or perhaps there is something else in it.

\textbf{Male poklade} (Little Carnival) may be reflecting old (or perhaps newer) contacts of the Croats, performing the traditional custom of \textit{buše} and \textit{bušari}, with the culture of orthodox neighbours. In Baranya it was the day “determined for the children’s carnival procession. In Duboševica and Topolje, that happened on the Thursday before big \textit{fašangi}, and in Gajić and Draž it was the matter of \textit{fašangi} Monday, while in Torjanci and Baransko Selje it was on the Sunday, a week before real Carnival”.\textsuperscript{105} In Branjin Vrh, the \textit{male poklade} are held on the same Sunday.\textsuperscript{106} Outside Baranya, in Đakovština, there are a number of confirmations of the day being a Thursday, and there are few data where the day spoken of is the Sunday before the Carnival.\textsuperscript{107} Data from the area in the vicinity of Dubrovnik seem to give us some information to think on. In Duba and Banići, near Dubrovnik, in Visočani near Ston and

\textsuperscript{103} Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, 10, 1931, 152, under 1. \textit{pobusati} and under \textit{pobusavati}, \textit{pobusiti}, \textit{pobusivati}; 153, under \textit{pobušavanje}, \textit{pobušavati}; the same dictionary, 2. 1884-1886, under \textit{družičalo}. Vuk Karadžić mentions \textit{pobušeni ponedeljnik} used in Banat and so does M. S. Filipović, 1955, 31; but according to M. S. Filipović, 1962, 95, 96, in some places in Banat there is in use the term \textit{pobusani} Monday, as well as \textit{pobusani} Tuesday after Carnival Sunday (putting grass cover on the tombs is not mentioned). Comp. also to M. Bosić, 24, 25; \textit{pobusani ponedeljak} is the day after Easter or the day after Little Easter (the week after), the the custom is to go to the cemetery and bring food and drink; in small Banat there is a custom of \textit{kumačenje} or \textit{kučanje} (otherwise known as \textit{družičanje}). In western Serbia of \textit{pobusani} Monday mentions P. Ž. Petrović, 240; also M. S. Filipović, 1972, 190, (turves of grass are not mentioned).

\textsuperscript{104} P. Skok, 3, 1973, 175, under \textit{rusalje}; 177, under \textit{ružičalo}. Except for the basic information to be found in Vuk Karadžić for \textit{ružičalo} in Srem there is additional information: M. S. Filipović, 1962, 21, (on \textit{ružičalo}, the second Monday after Easter, red-coloured eggs, other kinds of food and drink are taken to the cemeteries, and the earlier custom was to \textit{pobusiti} the tomb); M. Đ. Škarić, 94-95 (“the day is described with the adjective \textit{pobusani} and on that day is \textit{ružičalo} - i.e. all women and older women went to the cemeteries”... taking food and drinks there; “on that day the Gypsies used to \textit{pobusati} (turf with grass) tombs and that is why everybody says \textit{Pobusani ponedeljak}”).

\textsuperscript{105} Z. Lechner, 163-164.

\textsuperscript{106} Main questionnaire no. 323.

\textsuperscript{107} I. Lozica, 25, brings the information on Varoš near Brod - Little carnival is held a week before the Big Carnival. There was no adequate question in experimental questionnaire, and in the main questionnaire the question is on how many carnival festivities are organized and what they are called, there was no mentioning of the possibility of the occurrence of the Little as well as of the Big Carnival (or the first and last carnival). The first and last week of carnival time is mentioned for Bekteško Gradište (experimental questionnaire 633), as well as the “first and other” carnival days for Mitrovac (experimental questionnaire 633; both places are in the vicinity of Kutjevo); in Glogovnica near Slavonski Brod the Thursday is falling in the carnival week after little carnival week (main questionnaire no. 195). A rather strange information is recorded for Bistrinci, near Valpovo - where carnival week is occurring a week before the Little carnival, when they are wearing masks, while the Little carnival is celebrated in the inn (main questionnaire no. 327).
Majkovi near Slano the adults are wearing masks on male poklade, on carnival days (velike poklade) and final festivities (završne poklade). Little Carnival occurs a week before the Carnival week, and final carnival festivities last for the three last days. In Dubravka there are the first, the second and the final carnival festivities. The knowledge of special terms for the days of the preceding week is quite firm in Slavonia. Outside the week, there may be a name for a thursday, in some places in Slavonia for the thursday that follows Ash Wednesday (Pepelnica); meaty food can be eaten on the day, quite opposite to the previous law of the Church. Special terms for majority of days of the carnival week, similar to the terms in Slavonia, can be found in Bulgaria (and in some parts of Serbia), but they refer to the days of the first week of the Lent, starting with the Monday after the second, White or Cheese Carnival Sunday.

***

In majority of villages in Baranya the custom is to build bonfires in the evenings in special places within the village or just outside it during the whole carnival time (usually from 2nd February). They are called “ulice”. “They went to light ‘ulice’ (‘palt ulice’), to sing ulice (pevat ulice).” “In Duboševica young men and girls go to the pond (bara) and the custom is to build the fire there, sing around the fire and jump over the flames”. There is a very similar custom in Topolje, Draž and Gajić. In Topolje the custom is to light ulice (fire) at “crossroads, in gardens, streets, generally where there is a slight or no danger of a fire breaking out”. In Duboševica they used to put on fires mainly at the corners of streets or in the middle of a road (street - ulica). “Such a bonfire is called ulice (a singular form ulica is not used here); the plural form ulice (ulice - the Croatian form for streets) is probably mostly used because there were a number of fires lighted in one evening, so much so that majority of streets (in the area the term is sokaci) were well lighted.” In Šumarna and Branjin Vrh they used to light ulice (or even uljice) on a Saturday or Sunday, since Epiphany (6.1). People used to light them on the pastureland or in back gardens.

---

108 The main questionnaire no. 1673, experimental questionnaire no.408, main questionnaires nos. 1009, 986, 129; in Dubac near Dubrovnik maškari go round on the Carnival Tuesday and on two Sundays before it (main questionnaire no. 1237); final carnival days are mentioned by some other questionnaires for the places in the area.

109 I. Lozica, 24 discusses the published data on the Thursday in the first week of the Lent among the Croats; Thursday, under a special name, with the feasts and no fasting, can be found in the middle of the Lent (in Baranya it is the Wednesday with no customary activity to it): M. Vasileva, 114; V. M. Nikolić, 130 (in a region on the southeast of Serbia the Tuesday and the Thursday before the carnival week and the Wednesday after the Carnival week are given special names). It would be an interesting task to try to classify the names of the days before and after the carnival week, as well as to classify the beliefs and customs that accompany it.

110 Z. Lehner, 172.

111 Experimental questionnaire no. 104 (and no. 37), theme: Annual fires (just as for the data that will be noted later on).

112 Experimental questionnaire no. 368.

113 Experimental questionnaires nos. 5 and 6.
Ethnologic maps on the theme of lighting bonfires during the year show that the occurrence of fires at the time of carnival is largely present in Macedonia, in eastern and northern Serbia as well as in eastern Voivodina. West from these areas there are individual confirmations all over Bosnia and Herzegovina, along the Adriatic, but it is important to mention that in these places the bonfires are also lit in other occasions during the year. Baranya and some neighbouring places on the right side of the Drava represent an exception on the expanse of Croatia where there are no other, smaller or greater area, with fires exclusively at carnival time. Following south from the mouth of the Drava, along the Danube there are confirmations of lighting bonfires at the time of Lent (časni post - fasting in the orthodox areas) with rare marks on bonfires being built in the same place also at carnival time. There are Lent fires further up east in Srem and Banat area, across Serbia and in parts of Monte Negro, as well as in Bulgaria. Further on the west there are individual marks for such fires across Bosnia and in Croatia, sometimes in not connected groups, particularly in Lika and western Slavonia. Srem, eastern part of Bačka and in Banat are marked with (together with other occurrences) bonfires lighted in the eve of the Palm Sunday. There are other individual places marked for the occurrence of such a fire in western and northern Bosnia (in a series of places along the lower part of the Bosna river) as well as in northwestern Serbia. A quantity of information on fires lighted on the very Palm Sunday originates from southern Serbia.114

The names for the fires represent another special feature in Baranya apart from the occurrence of their being lighted at the carnival time. The term ulice is recorded nowhere else, excepting some confirmations of the use of the term from eastern Slavonia (not visible on the Trial map of the topic of yearly fires terms). In Otok in the vicinity of Vinkovci two weeks before the carnival time girls and boys start walking around the village singing a song starting with: “Come, friends, on ulice (Ajte, druge na ulice!). Girls are carrying tow (or oakum) and sticks” and boys matches. “When at the outskirts of the village they wrap tow (oakum) around the sticks and boys light it, and then all start throwing oakum on everyone who passes them by outside the village.”115 In the nearby Nijemci “there are ulice at carnival time” too. “Boys run around and wrap tow (oakum) around sticks, light it and scare other children away.” They shout: “Come children on ulice to light the oakum” (Ajte dica na ulice, da palimo

114 According to: Ethnological Atlas of Yugoslavia map VI, M. Zender; ed.; Ch. Vakarelski, 7, (he claims that there are bonfires at carnival time everywhere around Bulgaria; the map does not show them, it is not covered with information in all areas, and where it is most data refer to the bonfires at the Lent time); B. Bratanic, 37, 36, (for the European map, individual maps should be contracted 4 times, thus reducing a large number of data entered in the map by signs; the signs themselves are a bit over-large; still the map is based on both experimental and main questionnaires), 37 (summarised description of the spread of the occurrences). European map is useful for the questions regarding the occurrences in large expanses. A quantity of carnival bonfires in Baranya and the close neighbourhood are marked with the sign denoting bonfires on 2nd February (Svijećenice), as there is no special sign for the fires in the period from that day to the carnival time (as on the experimental map). The data for Serbia and Voivodina are more visible on this map than on the trial map - there the signs are fewer and particular occurrences expanses are larger.

115 J. Lovretić, 311; it also cites, as a comparison, Z. Lechner, 173.
In Stari Jankovci and in Nuštar, in the vicinity of Vinkovci, ulice are not at all connected with fires. According to a recording from Stari Jankovci: “14 days before Carnival are in fact the introduction days to the carnival when youth goes to ulice, meeting at the cross-roads where bagpiper plays, starts dancing and singing”. In Nuštar ulice used to start on 2nd February and every day there was a meeting of young men and girls in kolo dancing with the accompaniment of instruments. “It was called ulice, na ulice.”

Buše from Moháč light a big bonfire at the end of carnival time at the place on which part of carnival occurrence used to take place. That was on the square Kolo, the place also being called Kolišće or Ledinka. Here vatra (fire) is probably also the name for the bonfire itself as is often the case in Slavonia and Vojvodina. In Tenja near Osijek fire was lighted on the carnival Monday and Tuesday, and Serbian inhabitants (more numerous than the Croats) used to partake of the events. The bonfires used to be lit at crossroads and the places bore the name of kolila. In the vicinity of Valpovo, also in the neighbourhood of Baranya, carnival fires are known in several places, and were lit every evening from 2nd of February. In Nard the term for the fire was vatra (the translation of the word fire in Croatian!), and the place it was lit on as well as the custom of making it were igrišće. The youth there used to dance kolo and sing around it. The same used to occur in Zelčin, Habjanovci and Ladimirevci, with the only difference that there they were lighting igrišće. To the collection of terms applied in a rather restricted area to the place for dancing kolo, for lighting fire and the bonfire itself, ulice can be added. The term ulica can mean somewhere in Russia “assembly at holiday time, festivity with singing, dancing kolo. Where will ulica be? Ulica will take place on the cross-roads behind the village.” Our Baranya term is used in the plural form of the word: ulice which corresponds better to the meaning of cross-roads, and they are known in places in which sokaci cross (sokak and the plural form sokaci is used in Baranya, Slavonia, and means ulice i.e. streets; the term is of Turkish origin). It is quite unusual that we have not met with this Russian and Croatian expression in the

117 Experimental questionnaire no. 75; V. Domačinović, 40, experimental questionnaire no. 693 (ulice used to be taking place in somebody’s house or at the inn).
118 D. Šarosac, 1974 (1973), J. Emrey, 137 (the term of kolišta not correctly cited), 145 (the procession end but not the fire is mentioned); Z. Lechner, 173 (links ulice with “lighting of fires on Kolišće with which the buše from Moháč used to end the procession”).
119 Experimental questionnaire no. 33.
120 Experimental questionnaires nos. 243 and 1137; main questionnaire no. 330 (the custom in Habjanovci is to light bonfire only on the 2nd February, at least that is so at present; M. Antunović.
121 V. Dal’, 4, 489, under: ulica - sborinše v praznik, gujan’e s pesnjami; horovod, krug, tanok. Gde none ulica budet? Ulica u krestca, za selom (information from the former gubemijas Tambov and Voronež); Ju. I. Semenov, 42 (cities only: horovody, ulicy, entertainments of the youth held under the open skies; it is not possible to see whether it is the singular or plural of the words); the data should be searched in adequate folios of the series Slovar russkogo jazyka, XI-XVII vv and Slovar russkikh narodnych govorov, but the copy had not been ordered in time, and the scientific libraries of Zagreb have not got the dictionaries, having only a folio or two, or they might have stopped purchasing the series in the last years (National and University Library).
meaning of igrišta, kolišta (playground or place to dance kolo) anywhere else among the South Slavs, but no survey at all has been made on the spread of the occurrences. It seems that the terms we discuss here are more frequent in the Adriatic area, even in the hinterland.\textsuperscript{122} Ulice seem to appear as a toponym, if it means anything, mainly in Bosnia and Herzegovina (near Brčko, Visoko, Foča, Višegrad, Trebinje and Gacko).\textsuperscript{123}

***

Bonfires, ‘ulice’, ‘igrišta’ as well as customs of masks wearing are sometimes accompanied by traditional stories (if and where they have been recorded),\textsuperscript{124} but even more by special little songs sung mainly around fires or in dancing kolo. Z. Lechner had recorded in Duboševica, the opening line, she thinks, of a long forgotten song: “Come, ye friends to ulice, in this long night... (Ajte druge na ulice, na voj dugoj noći...”). She had concluded that it partly corresponds to the beginning of a song from Otok: “Come, friends, to ulice! I can’t go, my dear to ulice... (Ajte, druge na ulice! Ne mogu ti na ulice...)”\textsuperscript{125} In Šumarina the recording says something like this: “Come, ye friends to ulice, whether you can or not in this long night, all alit.” (Ajte, druge na ulice/koja more i ne more, tu dugoj noći sjajnoj).\textsuperscript{126} In Ladimirevci there is a refrain after every line of a shorter witty song and it goes “In this, in this long dark night (Navoj, navoj (na ovoj dugoj noći tamnoj)”. In the song there are mentioned igrišče where you can rest in the

\textsuperscript{122} Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, 3, 1887-1891, 780, under igrište; the confirmation of the matter from 13th c. T. Matić, 31 (“in Dalmatian town they use igrišća where divojke plešu s junacima” (young girls dance with the youths)). Only as an example: V. Skračić, 17 (names for the city centres, for people’s gathering places: Igristće, Kolo, Koledišće...); I. Ivančan, 1981. 85 (in Zashtrog they used to dance on: igrišće, in Drvenik, among other places, they used to dance kolo in the space called Kolišnica); I. Ivančan, 1981a, 23 (in Liška the space they used to dance on was sometimes “called igrišća or kolaršće or koliste”).

\textsuperscript{123} Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, 19, 1967-1971, under: 2. ulice (only one exception mentioned - a toponym in Serbia); toponyms quoted under: 2. ulica can be found in different areas, mainly in Monte Negro and Serbia.

\textsuperscript{124} Z. Lechner, 172. In Baranya they say: “they light ulice and sing them as they did when they had to run with Jesus so as to lead on the enemy (withholding the enemy with singing), and light Jesus the way of escape”/ulice palj i pev u zato kad su s Isusom morali bežati, onda su neprijatelja zavaravali (pjesmom zadržavali), a Isusa osvjetljavali./ Experimental questionnaire no. 37, Topolje: “Jesus used to run at night with enemy pursuing him and lighting the torches and fires in order to catch him” (Isus je bijelo noću ispred svojih progoniela, a oni su palili baklje i vatre da bi ga uhvatili)... In Gajić (main questionnaire no. 1323) they say that they used to frighten away the Turks with fires. Running away, searching, recognition, hiding, treason, could, it seems, be the contents of the traditional stories. In villages in which the fires are built in the yards on Big Friday they say that it is “in memory when Peter hid Jesus” (na spomen kada je Petar zatajio Isusa) (experimental questionnaire no. 38, Gradište; no. 615 Babina Greda; no. 11 Vidovice, Orašje, Bosnia; no. 693, Nuštar - for the fire by the church on Big Saturday).

\textsuperscript{125} Z. Lechner, 173; J. Lovretić, 311; continuation of the song: the father-in-law will come from the army, the chair should be put out for the father-in-law, his shoes should be taken off, his feet be washed (Valja svekru stolac dati, / Valja svekru izuvati, / Valja svekru noge prati: / every line is accompanied by the refrain Kalo, kalilo, / Kalilovo vito pero, / zimi zeleno.)

\textsuperscript{126} Experimental questionnaire no. 5.
shade and an old woman who sat on the fire with face all sooty and with the hair as if combed with a splinter.\textsuperscript{127} That again is the beginning of a song which has been recorded in complete though different versions in Nard,\textsuperscript{128} and Habjanovci. Two newer recordings from Habjanovci differ very slightly. The Luka Ilić’s recording from the area of Požega has a different opening line “Kolo is danced on bunise, silent old woman on the fireplace... (Igra kolo na bunisću, cuti baba na ognišiću ...)”.\textsuperscript{129} For a number of places the information talks of no special songs being sung by the fire that you would not hear in other circumstances, though even this custom used to be disappearing every now and then (before World War I, and even before that).\textsuperscript{130}

Therefore, in Baranya, only in Draž and Gajić another song was known opening with: Oj, ulice, baulice and going on about two apples on two sides and a falcon on the third one, uttering something like “how is it you all are in dew? I have been riding a raven horse!...” (Oj, ulice, baulice, / na dvi strane jabučice, / a na trećoj sokol sedi, / sokol sedi pa besedi: / A kud si se zarosio? Jašio sam konja vrana!...). A passer by is then supposed to reply that he had found a branch all in gold and had given it for the keys to be made so as to un-lock the bila grada (the town doors). And in the city nine brothers and a sister, Marta, brothers wondering whom to give their sister: to the Moon or to the Sun, ending with joyful: better to the Sun than to the Moon. The Sun will warm us and Moon will act the wedding witness.” (Bolje suncu neg mjesecu, / Sunce će nas ugrijati,
a mesec će kumovati.)  

The song had been recorded in Nard where they do not light ulice but bonfires on igršće, the opening line goes; “Tatarena, matarena,” and it continues with “where have you grabbed your water? Down there in the meadow, in the meadow by the poplar grove; and she climbs the poplar tree to break off a golden branch to take it to the locksmith’s” (Tatarena, matarena, / di si vode zavatila? / Tamo doli na livadi, na livadi kod jablana; / pa se pripe na jablane, / pa otkine zlatne grane, / pa je nosim kolundžiji...); he will make the keys on unlock “the town’s doors”. The rest of the song is similar to the song from Draž (but for the name of the sister being Kata).  

“There is also an ode the girls sing while dancing kolo at the time of the summer field works and around the fires at the cross-roads at the time of the carnival.” It had been written down by Matija Petar Katančić, a scientist of many virtues just as well as being an admirer of the poetry, who was born in Valpovo in 1750. The terms he gave as the ones he knew for the mask wearing persons were fasangar and čorak, and he knew well what was igršte. “The ode sung by the girls was recorded by himself and it opens with calling to a “doe being all in dew” and asking her “where is it that you got all moist with it? (Rosna, bosna košutico, gdi li si se zarosila?).” She has accompanied her brother, got 9 keys from him to un-lock nine towns. In the first town there is kolo dancing and in the kolo there is a “sister Mara”. The lines then talk of whom she would marry: “a hero, a cloud. She calls the warm sun for the wedding witness, and the moon for the old wedding attendant, and vlašiće the small stars to the wedding.” (...za junaka za oblaka. / Kuma zove žarko sunce, / a miseca starog svata, a vlašiće barjačiće, / sinje zvize u svatove.). Katančić also added: “This ode really takes you to a far past, doesn’t it...”. He must be right, as it is a song which is sung in special occasions. Certain of its verses, or ideas, can be found in songs from different parts, just as in the song the youth of Bunjevci in Baja sings at the time of meetings during the Lent time. The song calls for an early rising in order to “see what ‘s in the dawn, at the dawn there are nine brothers and among them sister Marta.” (Da vidimo šta j’ u zori, / u zoriči devet braće / i med njima sister Marta.). We can consider also some of the examples of similar and

112 Experimental questionnaire no. 1137; there’s a third song recorded (with the one quoted in the remark 128) but it has no comparison in nearer regions.

113 J. Hamm, 18 and remark 58 (Katančić in his Pravoslavni/Orthography, the dictionary he left in manuscript, quotes fasangari as personari bacchantes and directs to the word csorak), 25, (igršte is spectaculum circus, ludorum locus, on which bonfire is lighted around which the youth dances kolo at night; no song had been recorded here except for the exclamation ”kuren, baba, kuren! who does not go to igršte, the dog will shit on his fireplace”); M. P. Katančić, 134 (he considered vlašići and barjačići introduced in the song quite recently).

114 D. Franković, 27.
related songs from far-away places. Three more complete versions had been recorded in the vicinity of Bjelovar; they are sung by small girls who are taking part in the procession of ladarice on the summer festivity of St. John’s Day (24.6); that’s the time when, in this region, St. John’s Day bonfires are lit (kresovi). The first recording reminds of the song from Nard “Hey, you Kata, Katalena, where did you bring the water from? From the top of village from the ash grove.” (Oj, ti, Kato, Kataleno, / otkud s’ vodu donosila? / sa vr’ sela sa jasena.) There are golden tufts there from which she makes the keys to see what there is in the town. And it goes on with something like “And in town the fire is burning, nine brothers around it and the tenth is sister Marta.” (Al’ u gradu oganj gori,/oko ognja devet braca/i deseta seka Marta.) The ending of the song is a bit different and probably belongs to another song. The other two versions of the song begin with one deer begging “God to give him golden antlers with a lot of small additions to rip the black mountain so as to see what there is in the mountain.” (da mu Bog da zlatne roge/i nuz roge prirošići da on para crnu goru, / da on vidi što u gori.) There is the fire there too and brothers with sister Jela (Marta). Only the third song ends with the motive of a marriage to the sun which will as the sister says, warm her up and the moon will be brother-in-law to her and the shining stars her sisters-in-law (... sunce će me ogrijati, / a mjesec mi djever biti, / sjajne zvijezde zaovice,).” The fourth, specially recorded song from the same area, “Kolo vodi Katalena (Katalena leads the dance)” has a very “beautiful and haunting melody” and used to be sung accompanying the kolo dance the steps of which seem to have almost been completely forgotten. The song does not seem to contain the branch and key motives (not even that on the deer), but talks only of the brothers and their sister Mara. They are dancing kolo and discussing her marrying the sun, with the moon being the brother-in-law and “the stars maids of honour” has the same ending has not yet printed recording from the same area, beginning with: Zaspo Janko pod jablanom (the keys are to be made of golden branch). Quite interesting is the version in the same manuscript (but it has been recorded at the end of 19th c. for the first time). It begins with: Krasna, lepa košutice (Beautiful, pretty doe). The keys are not mentioned, the sun is here the father.135 Let us mention that to the song from Baranya and eastern Slavonia are, as a whole, more related recordings from the Adriatic area. In the heritage from the end of the last century there is a “precious recording of a kolo from Omiš accompanied by an air and text” saying roughly the following: “Dew drops from the cloud, one gathers a bunch of dew and brings it to the goldsmith’s...” (iz oblaka rosa pada, / jedna kupa kitu rose / pa je nosi prid zlatara...). Brothers in their palace will give their sister to the sun: “and the moon will father-in-law, and the morning-star mother-in-law be, and all the stars will the

135 Z. Lovrenčević, 1979, 146-147; continuation of the first song after its opening with the following: On the ash tree long branches, on branches golden tufts. I break off one tuft and take it to the blacksmith’s to make me three keys to make me see for myself what in town there is (Na javenu duge grane, / na granama zlatne kite. / Ja otrgnem jednu kitu / pa je nosim kuj-koavaču / da napravi zlatne ključe / da je vidim što u gradu). I. Ivančan, Z. Lovrenčević, 65, 67, 90; the song Kolo vodi Katalena had been also recorded in Podravina. Z. Lovrenčević, 1977 (Krasna, lepa košutice, / gde si mi se narodila? / Tamo dole u Levantu / kadi rastu zlatne žlice, / zlatne žice i ružice / i srebro podveze / Otac mi je sunce bilo, / čikan mi je mjesec bilo, / sve zvezdice svekrvice, / a Vlašići pastorčići.). Further research of this kind of the songs should be undertaken as a special task.
wedding attendants be, and vlašići brothers-in-law.” (a misec če svekar biti, / a danica svekrvica, / a sve zvzde svi svatovi / a vlašići diverovi). More recently “a very nice text” of a song to accompany a kolo from Pražnice on the island of Brač has been recorded. It goes something like “Let’s jump into kolo, my lamb, let’s go dancing kolo, last night there fell silent dew, last night it fell (the last words of every line being a refrain after the line), so let’s gather silent dew drops…” (Ajdmo u kolo janje moje / Ajdmo u kolo / Sinoć pala tiha rosa / Sinoć pala. / Ajdmo skupit tihu rosu...). They will un-lock the white palace with golden keys. Brothers will give their sister “rather to the sun than to the moon, the sun will warm us and the moon will light our way.” (Bojje suncu neg mjesecu / Sunce će nas ogrijati / Mjesec će nam svjetlost dati.). There was dancing at the carnival time”, at biggest festivals and at the wedding feast, “but the main season was from Kandelora (2nd February) to the beginning of the Lent”.136 The song written by Katančić is perhaps the most similar to the song that has been recorded in Bakar (Hrvatsko Primorje - Croatian coast), it had been sung by carolers during their Christmas and New Year’s visits to the houses; the text goes something like this: “doe all in dew, where have thou got clad in dew? Down in the valley where golden wires grow. Let’s break one off and take it to the goldsmith’s to make us the key to the town...” (Rosna, rosna košutice, / kade si se narosila? / Tamo dole va doline, / kade rastu zlatne žici, / zlatne žici podvežici. / Otgnimo jednu žicu, / nosimo ju zlatariću, da nam skuje ključ od grada...). The ending to the song is similar to that of the song from Omiš. I. Milčetić had thought that it was not the carol; he considered it “the folk song sung along the Hrvatsko Primorje.” It was also sung by carolers in Dobrinj on the island of Krk, but Milčetić cites only the opening line about “doe all clad in dew” (Rosna bosa košutice).137

This glimpse into the texts of the songs which are sung by the side of ulice and igrišta can bring us closer to understanding the similarities and differences appearing among them within a closer area as well as their relations with the songs from more distant areas. We cannot speak of possible ways of transfer of the songs, at least for now. The attention should be drawn not only to the motive of a bird on a tree (not appearing in all the songs) but also to the golden wires, golden tufts on the trees, a tuft of dew, silent dew, going to the goldsmith’s (locksmith’s, blacksmith’s). There is a similarity with the verses of songs that M. Gavazzi cited as examples for possible comparison with Slavic songs. He had cited parts of Croatian and Polish carols and a Bielorussian Easter song. A bird (or birds) sitting on the branch shaking down the golden tuft (in Bielorussian song it is the tree bark), and the girl collecting it to be taking it then to the goldsmith’s. The golden tuft to taken to the blacksmith’s is a part of the song of ladarice from Gorski Kotar and it had been included in the survey of Croatian

136 I. Ivančan, 1981, 13 (... so he takes her to the goldsmith’s, to the master goldsmith, golden keys to make her so she can see who in the palace is). 260 (Let’s gather silent dew, send it to the goldsmith’s, golden keys to make... (pa je nosi prid zlatara, / prid zlatara eštra, metstra, / da joj skuje zlatne ključe, / neka vidi tko je u dvor); the song ends with: jump kolo, make us jump), 246.

137 I. Milčetić, 21, 33 (the remark quotes smaller differences with regards to the another song recorded in the same area).
annual customs written by M. Gavazzi. In Bielorussian songs (according to the indirect source quoted by M. Gavazzi) it is not always the tree bark, there are sometimes golden tufts or golden dew mentioned. In the Polish song there’s a jug to be made from the tuft while in Croatian carols from the vicinity of Dubrovnik (M. Gavazzi cites only one) the key or three glasses to be made are mentioned. Our Baranya and Slavonia traditional song, and others related to it, might have joined the motives of golden branch, tufts, dew to the motives of the town, nine brothers, a sister and her marriage, and that occurrence may be original to the expanse it developed in. The songs should be studied in more details, more data found and researched on; at the moment they are only mentioned.  

***

In the villages between Osijek, Vinkovci and Vukovar, populated largely by the Serbs, the bonfires were lit during the Lent time (Respected fasting, Časní post). In some places they used to say that at the time they pure kokice (popping the corn!) (Mirkovci, Markušica), while in Bijelo Brdo they did not have the term for lighting bonfire but they used “let’s go purit kokice” instead. In Bobota they used to say “we lighted the fire, healthily, joyfully” (palili smo vatru, zdravo, veselo). There are no special songs in all the places, but where there are “healthily, joyfully” is most frequent refrain. The song is sometimes a short witty one as in Pačetin: “the old woman had sown pumpkins, they have not sprouted well, healthily, joyfully” (Posijala baba tikve / pa joj nisu dobro nikle / zdravo veselo). Another song, from Tenja, had been more completely recorded, with words like “We began the respected fasting, healthily, joyfully, (and we lit the fire there, and twelve of us girls, leading the kolo and jumping over the fire.” (Časnom postu zapostismo / zdravo, veselo. / I tu vatru naložismo / i nas dvanaest djevojaka / i tu kolo povedosmo / i tu vatru presakasmo.). It is a bit different in Bijelo Brdo with words going like that: “We twelve girls started fasting on the respected fast time, and among us a girl, a thin shirt on her back, not spun, not woven

138 M. Gavazzi, 1978, 21-22 and all the sources mentioned (indirect source for Polish and Bielorussian songs); in the Croatian song M. Gavazzi had chosen the goldsmith will make a dijomanat to the girl so that she can get the fiancé, while in Bielorussian songs the ring will be made, or a wreath or a belt, for the same purpose. M. Gavazzi, 1988, 9-100; the song from Lukovdol (Gorski kotar) opens with the greeting to the members of the household and ends with a longish demand of the carolers to be given the presents; in the middle there are the lines talking of: “A thin small hemp, a thin small hemp had grown. Where have you grown so thin? Down there on the shady side where there the golden tuft has grown; the tuft we’ll snap off, to the blacksmith we’ll give it. He’ll make the keys for us to un-lock the town with” (Izrasla je tanka mala, / Tanka mala konopljica. / Kade si mi otancala? / Tamo dole pod osjom. / Kade raste zlata resa, / Resu čemo potrgati. / Dat čemo je kovačiću, / IZ nje če nam kijuče kovat, / S njimi čemo grad otipirat).  
139 Experimental questionnaires nos. 74, 39, 10.  
140 Experimental questionnaires nos. 30, 292.  
141 Experimental questionnaire no. 33; in Bobota the songs has only the first and the third line, and in Markušica one more: Easter too has come to us (i Uskrsa dočekasmo) (questionnaire nos. 30, 39).
but of gold made”, with the refrain “Hey, Jelo, Jelojle” after every line” (Časnom postu zapostiše nas dvanaest djevojaka, / Oj, Jelo jelojle, / Medu nama djevojčica, na njoj tanka košuljica, / nit’ predena, niti tkana, već od zlata salivena). The name Jela sometimes appears in refrains in the songs in Croatian villages as well. In Nuštar masked young men and girls go around visiting houses during the main carnival days singing a song of thanks for the presents: Pokladne nam, Jelo / Poklade nam, vita Jelo. In Apševci near the Croatian border the fire is lighted on the eve of the Palm Sunday, in the evening on the road. Young men and girls pop corn (pure kokice) on the fire. On the Sunday morning the young men and girls go to the river Bosut, gather flowers and throw them in the river, singing something like: “I’m early, Jelo, on Palm Sunday, vita Jelo” (Ja urani’, Jelo, na Cvitinici, vita Jelo). There is a detailed description of the custom on Palm Sunday from Aljmaš (along the Drava river, near Bijelo Brdo). The custom is called jelojle. “Palm Saturday is jelojle, it was the fasting time, they used to pop corn (pucale se kokice) and then they feasted. And they used to string them, throw them under the boys’ windows, or hung them on the windows...” Some story-tellers mentioned having some vague remembrances of a song in which they used to repeat the name Jelo. There was a very similar custom in Bapska and Ilača, in western Srem, and in Bodani in Bačka area, though there was no special term for it. In Aljmaš there were fires in the yards and so children took part in everything. In Bapska the fires were lighted in the streets. The Croats (Šokci) in Bodani in Bačka area used to pucali kokice (pop the corn) the whole week before the Palm Sunday. In Aljmaš and Bapska the girls used to string the corn on a piece of thread and leave the wreaths in front of young men’s houses (or decorated their entrance gates with them). In Ilača young men used to leave corn near the houses of girls. In Bač (Voivodina, Bačka), on the eve of Palm Sunday the girls used to weave wreaths of plants and throw them on the roofs of young men’s houses. Plants were in question as the custom of popping corn was performed “wishing to make everything bloom, to be abundant”, as they say in Bodani, and similarly in Aljmaš. Among the Bunjevci the youths used meet and pop corn (puçanje kokica) during the whole season of the Lent. In some Bunjevci settlements there used to be lighting of the fires at the carnival time, though the main custom of lighting fires belonged to St. John’s Day; it must have been brought from the expanse of their origins in the south. It could be determined on due to the use of the specific term which still exists in spaces from which the Bunjevci used to move on. In their expanses, in some places, the carnival fires had been confirmed together with the St. John’s Day’s ones;

142 Experimental questionnaire no. 10.
143 Experimental questionnaire no. 693.
144 Experimental questionnaire no. 361. The songs with the refrain Jelo, vita Jelo are known in some other places in Slavonija as parts of the customs with flowers on Palm Sunday (e. g. J. Lovretić, 319; A. Matasović Šabesar, 83; Z. Toldi, 1987, 22-23).
145 V. Šabić, 93-96 (the recording should be praised for the collected material open to comparisons and supporting well chosen and directed ideas).
146 M. Černelić, 28-38; apart from the bonfires on St. John’s Day, the fires were lighted at the carnival time in the settlements Bikovo-Gabrić and Tavankut (experimental questionnaires nos. 126 and 345), as well as in Žednik, but there the fires were lighted in yards (M. Černelić, 30).
the tradition may have been started there. There is also the possibility that the custom belonged to the culture that had been creating for a long time in Panonia and to which new waves of settlers were only adding. The settlers had differed to a certain degree culturally, arriving sometimes, as it seems, from the close location of primary homelands. There are facts that talk of it. Though, at present, there is a lack of facts confirming the source areas for the terms buše, bušari, ulice and for the primary bearers of these cultural occurrences.

Translated by Beatrice Mićunović
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**BUŠE, BUŠARI, ULICE**

Sažetak

Naziv buše označuje maskirane ophodnike o pokladama kod Hrvata u hrvatskom i u mađarskom dijelu Baranje. Isto značenje ima naziv bušari poznat u istočnijem dijelu Slavonije, napose oko Dakova i u dijelu područja oko Vinkovaca. Izvan toga donekle cjelovitog prostora postoje još samo podaci za dva sela iz okolice Pakraca. Buše ili bušari mogu ponekad biti maskirani likovi u svadbi i, još češće, obilaze oni kuće u kojima je bilo kolinje (svinjokolja). Javljuju se i razlike, katkad su bušari uz poklade, a uz kolinje maskirani imaju druge nazive; može biti češće i obratno. Stoga etnološka karta na temu koja je ograničena na poklade ne prikazuje potpunije proširenost jedne pojave.

Zbog značenja i zbog pojedinosti koje na to upućuju predlaže se mogućnost povezanosti naziva buše, bušari s uši bušina (naziv za treći tjedan, nedjelju, pred završne poklade pravoslavnih) i uši bušiti (ušiti, bušiti) u značenju: mrsiti (ne održavati
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nemrs, post). Ti su podaci iz Boke kotorske, a riječi su izvedene od više raširenih urša (nedjelja) i uršiti, a to od rusan, rusna, rušiti, što se tiče pojma dies rosarum, rosalia, rusalje i koječega što taj pojam u južnih Slavena može obuhvatiti. Ostalo bi kao pitanje, gdje je moglo doći do pojave naziva maskiranih likova na toj osnovi.

Ulica je naziv za godišnje vatre koje se u pokladno vrijeme pale u baranjskim selima. Pokladne su vatre inače kod Hrvata rijetka pojava; česte su one u dijelovima Srbije i u Bugarskoj. Naziv ulice nigdje drugdje nije poznat. U Slavoniji, u nekim selima u blizini Baranje pale se o pokладama vatre zvane igrišća, no ima i sela gdje su igrište ili kolište ono što to i treba biti - prostor za igru, ples, na kojem se pale i vatre. I ulice su to prvobitno bile kako to potvrđuje istovjetna ruska riječ (možda u jednini: ulica) u značenju - igrište, kolište.

Jedna od pjesama koju mladež pjeva uz vatre, ulice ili igrišća, ima svoje usporednice u nekim pjesmama ladarica i u nekima od koledarskih pjesama iz Hrvatskoga primorja i s Krka te iz Dalmacije (gdje se ponegdje uz njih pleše kolo). U tim se pjesmama javlja motiv na čije je slavensko podrijetlo ukazao Milovan Gavazzi.

Pojava buša i bušara kao naziva za maskirane osobe (i pojava vatri zvanih ulice) gotovo je isključivo potvrđena kod Hrvata, no ti nazivi i vatre o pokladama mogu upućivati na doticaje s istočnijim susjedima i u Panoniji, ali možda i negdje drugdje u ishodištu selidbenih struja.